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INTRODUCTION

Lethbridge is a growing community with a great future but one that
also anticipates some tough challenges. One of its obstacles to
growth revolves around the issue of keeping graduates from the
University of Lethbridge and Lethbridge College in the city to help it
thrive in the coming years.
Our Challenge Statement directly addresses this: Through the
development of an Innovation District, Lethbridge will double
its post-secondary graduate retention rates and will become
the city of choice for businesses that think and operate
differently by 2025.
The Innovation District can be the game changer for the city
- what has been described as a “catalytic project” by the
Lethbridge Commercial & Industrial Development Study.
The purpose of a catalytic project is to: trigger development
within an emerging or expanding economic sector; produce
a project or development that will be beneficial to the region
from a social or economic perspective (or both), and provide
positive trickle down effects for the local community; and
increase skills training and entrepreneurship among young
university and college graduates.
The Lethbridge Innovation District will be an approximate 25-acre
area directly east of downtown Lethbridge that will function as a
hub for entrepreneurship, education, and innovation. Focused
around established and growing economic sectors such as agribusiness,technology,advancedmanufacturing,bio-industrial,and
life sciences, the Innovation District will provide an environment
that will foster growth for businesses and create opportunities
for young talent to live, work, and enjoy the city.

1. Please provide the following information on your
community.
Name of community: Lethbridge
Province/Territory: Alberta
Population: 98,198
Indigenous community: No

2. Please select a prize category.
B) $10 million (population under 500,000 residents)

3. Please define your Challenge Statement in a single
sentence that guides your preliminary proposal. It
should describe the outcome (or outcomes) you hope
to achieve.

Through the development of an
innovation district, Lethbridge will
double its post-secondary graduate
retention rates and will become the
city of choice for businesses that
think and operate differently by 2025.
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4. Please describe the outcome (or outcomes) your
proposal seeks to achieve by elaborating on your
Challenge Statement.
While the province of Alberta was suffering through a brutal
recession in 2016 thanks to a collapse in oil prices, Lethbridge
went against the grain, clearly illustrating the city’s resilience
and economic diversity. For example, in 2016 Lethbridge GDP
of $5.5 billion represented growth of 2.6 per cent from 2015.
At the same time, according to the Alberta government, the
province saw its economy contract by 3.6 per cent.
The city has all the elements in place to continue along that
positive economic path creating the supporting environment
to achieve its goal: Through the development of an innovation
district, Lethbridge will double its post-secondary graduate
retention rates and will become the city of choice for
businesses that think and operate differently by 2025.
In this day and age of increased competition and mobility,
retention of skilled labour is one of the key underpinnings
of future economic growth - especially for smaller-sized
communities.
Lethbridge is in a unique situation for a city of its size with two
post-secondary institutions, providing the city each year with
a pool of skilled talent that will help grow the economy. With
Lethbridge College celebrating its 60th anniversary and the
University of Lethbridge celebrating its 50th in 2017, it is clear
these two institutions are deeply connected to the culture of
the community.
Research shows a major shift in people choosing a place over
a job which has not always been the case. This is particularly
true of young talent who are looking for quality of life as well as
career options. The Our Lethbridge place-attachment survey
shows that while overall place-attachment to Lethbridge was
very high, young talent and people with the highest education
levels were least attached to this city.
Our goal is to build on the strong economic base that has already
been established so that it can flourish and entice graduates to
stay in the city and build a stronger community. A strong economy
with proper supports in place fosters an environment conducive
to business growth leading to more employment which in turn
leads to a higher retention rate of graduates.

Over the years, Lethbridge has
created the strong and solid
foundations to support healthy
economic growth.
The development of an innovation hub, with multi-faceted use
and connection points for people to engage and involve has
tremendous potential to shift this trend - the exodus of young
and skilled labour - and create the right environment for both
young talent and highly-educated people to stay and love this
city.
Over the years, Lethbridge has created the strong and
solid foundations to support healthy economic growth.
Those foundations will continue to be supportive in enticing
businesses to set up shop in Lethbridge, encouraging existing
businesses to grow and expand their operations, and attracting
and retaining skilled labour.
But the creation of an Innovation District would be a game
changer - an initiative that not only maintains the current
rate of economic growth in the city but propels prosperity to
another level.
This innovative hub would lay the foundation for business
growth, encouraging new and diverse industries to establish
new ventures, creating job growth in sectors that would attract
highly-educated people.
It will be the boost the city needs to maintain what it is doing
today, kickstart its future success while continuing to take
advantage of its history and what it has built in the past.
Lethbridge, a mid-sized city of close to 100,000 people in
southern Alberta, has built its success on balanced growth.
Its annual gross domestic product is approaching $6 billion
with a trading area nearing 350,000 people. It’s the hub of the
agricultural region of southern Alberta.
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Real GDP growth of 2.4 per cent is estimated for 2017 as the
city continues on its upward path.
That solid and steady growth has been the foundation for
other key economic indicators for the community - the annual
unemployment rate continues to be among the lowest in
Alberta, the housing market has remained relatively stable
despite the economic downturn across the province, and
about $1 billion in major construction projects are either
planned or already underway over the next few years.

Lethbridge has become a top choice
for people to live, work, learn, invest,
visit and do business.
The city has become a hub in the southern part of the province
for both traditional industries and emerging technologies.
Entrepreneurs as well as innovative and forward-thinking
leaders are creating unique and innovative changes in
agriculture, food sciences, technology and manufacturing.
The spirit of entrepreneurship in the community is alive and
well - and thriving.
In 2016, Lethbridge ranked fourth among Canada’s Best Places
for Business by Canadian Business and PROFIT as well as
the second most Business Friendly. According to the results,
Lethbridge “boasts an entrepreneurial, integrated science and
engineering environment and plenty of food expertise.”
Also in 2016, Alberta Venture Magazine’s Best Communities
for Business survey ranked Lethbridge second in the province.
Lethbridge ranked 23rd among 133 global cities in terms
of cost-competitiveness, according to the 2016 KPMG
Competitive Alternatives study.
In the most recent Top Entrepreneurial Cities report, by the
Canadian Federation of Independent Business, Lethbridge
ranked 18 out of 121 jurisdictions scoring particularly well in
the category of Entrepreneurial Perspective.

Lower business costs in day-to-day operations, which include
labour, supplies and services, transportation, utilities and
telecommunications, offer businesses a competitive edge over
other cities and communities. And that all supports a healthy
bottom line which is what every business seeks.
From a tax standpoint, Alberta has one of the lowest combined
average federal/state corporate income tax rates in Canada as
well as no payroll tax, sales tax, provincial capital tax or tax on
financial institutions.
The heart and soul of a city is its downtown core and
Lethbridge offers incentives for business and residential
development in a key area of the community. The Heart of Our
City Housing incentive offers up to $30,000 per new housing
unit built downtown. The Targeted Redevelopment Incentive
Policy offers tax breaks for new commercial, office, retail or
mixed-use buildings that enhance the core.
The impact of all those cost-savings allows companies
and businesses to offer employees more flexible salaries
and benefit rates. Continued efforts in this area will provide
the fertile soil for continued growth in the post-secondary
graduation retention rates in the city.
While financial considerations are important for people,
another key is diversity. A healthy mix of businesses anchored
in a community fosters a strong business environment while
creating potential for future enhancement and development
opportunities. The strength of existing industries and sectors
is a pillar for emerging enterprises.
And that’s a very attractive combination for skilled labour.
The top 10 major employers in Lethbridge contribute 13,142
jobs to the local economy and these employers reduced
their employee total workforce by one per cent between 2015
and 2017. Manufacturing and logistics jobs among major
employers have declined by 17 per cent over the last decade
while agri-food major employers in the area have increased
their job totals by 35 per cent.

Lethbridge has become a top choice for people to live, work,
learn, invest, visit and do business.
One of the keys of that economic success is the cost of doing
business in Lethbridge. A low-cost environment is one of
the most significant factors in getting businesses to move to
Lethbridge from elsewhere or from igniting an entrepreneur’s
vision and dream into reality.
Savings in areas of taxation, land, construction, and
transportation create that low-cost environment. Businesses
benefit form no business, payroll or machinery tax and
solid inventory of available serviced industrial land ready for
construction. Office space is also quite affordable compared
with other major markets.
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Public sector employment in Lethbridge remains strong with
nine of the top 10 major employers in health care, education,
and government services.
These nine public sector
organizations employ over 12,500 people, which accounts for
20 per cent of the employed workforce.
The region’s largest employers also represent many other
sectors – 12 in the manufacturing or logistics sector, nine in
retail, six in agri-food, four in accommodation and food, two
in finance, and one in both professional and scientific and
construction.
In Lethbridge, supply chain and logistics companies perform
an essential role in transporting agriculture products,
machinery, and livestock and deal with warehousing and
freight transportation services, parts, or sales across Canada
and North America.
Agriculture and agri-food are core wealth-generating industries
for southern Alberta with more than 1,200 related businesses
in the Lethbridge area. The strength of this sector is a major
contributor to the economic stability that sets Lethbridge apart
from other resource-dependent parts of the province.
With tremendous industry and institutional support within the
community, Lethbridge is also fostering an environment where
companies in the knowledge economy can take root and thrive.
Local entrepreneurs are leading the way in industries including
geospatial imaging, cloud-based accounting, automotive
industry software, biotechnologies and the health industries
along with new media and VR.

Lethbridge has become a great
choice for entrepreneurs to start,
grow or expand a business.
All businesses need a place to call home. In many markets,
commercial real estate can be a challenge both on the side of
affordability and availability.
Lethbridge has made commercial real estate an important pillar
in assisting business growth by offering many options. Those
businesses can enjoy lower construction and occupancy
costs compared with many other markets throughout North
America.
A recent KPMG Competitive Alternatives study found that
Lethbridge has the lowest facility cost and lowest land per
acre cost among all Alberta jurisdictions included in the study,
as well as the most affordable office facility lease costs per
square foot among all Canadian jurisdictions.
Costs are one thing but availability is a big issue for new
businesses or businesses that want to expand. The city and
Lethbridge County have a number of parcels of serviced and
unserviced land to meet business needs currently and into the
future.
Those include Sherring Business & Industrial Park, Broxburn
Business Park and the Lethbridge Airport.

A competitive tax structure, excellent proximity to markets
and a highly-dependable workforce have allowed a diversified
manufacturing base to thrive and grow in Lethbridge. From
specialized trailers to aircraft engines, oil and gas equipment
to prefab homes, Lethbridge is home to a range of small to
medium-sized manufacturers.

Lethbridge has a wide variety of commercial real estate both
within the city and in the surrounding region, offered in a range
of locations, land use zones, and price points. There are close
to 12.5 million square feet of leasable property in Lethbridge:
7.5 million commercial, four million industrial and one million
of office space.

The Tecconnect centre for entrepreneurship and innovation,
spearheaded by Economic Development Lethbridge, has
become a vibrant place for entrepreneurs to start and grow
their business within a supportive and innovative environment.
It’s a space and community that encourages the development
of new ideas that transform industries and shape the future.

Transportation is always a major factor for business
development. Major highway accessibility with the nexus of
Highway 3 and Highway 4 as well as changes at the airport
combine with strong rail links to position Lethbridge well
for capitalizing on new trade opportunities provided by the
Canada-European Union (EU) Comprehensive Economic and
Trade Agreement and the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership.

Open since 2011, tecconnect offers training, support and
networking opportunities that connect startups with customers,
influencers and experts. Tecconnect is continuously working
to bring opportunities to entrepreneurs, and in some cases,
connecting them to the interesting opportunities and people
outside of the community.
With a robust network of local, provincial and national industry
connections and partnerships with post-secondary institutions
and government agencies, it works towards the common goal
of helping the entrepreneur succeed. As a key partner within
the Regional Innovation Network of Southern Alberta, it also
has a direct link to innovation and business development
services as well as a Technology Development Advisor onsite.

The availability of skilled labour consistently ranks near the
top of the list of factors in a community’s ability to grow its
economic footprint.
With two post-secondary institutions that provide a skilled and
knowledgeable talent pool to draw on, the city is committed to
looking at different and innovative ways to retain the talent that
is being nurtured and developed in its educational system.
Building a strong economic base with its inherent opportunities
for the future is obviously a key.
But an increasingly important area, particularly for Millennials,
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When asked why the quality of life improved, respondents
cited: improved infrastructure (17 per cent); good recreational
facilities/entertainment/social activities (16 per cent); better
parks (13 per cent); and a growing economy (13 per cent).
Over the years, Lethbridge has demonstrated an uncanny ability
of diligently setting the table for future growth by developing
and nurturing its economy so it can grow its potential as well
as remaining razor-focused on creating a community and
lifestyle that will attract people and keep them there.

is quality of life. Residents value having opportunities for
positive social interactions that appeal to a range of interests.
Creating more ‘social offerings’ is one of the ways Lethbridge
can retain young talent and create deeper connections to
others and the city.
The quality of life ranking includes thoughts on climate,
housing availability, housing costs, healthcare facilities, ratings
of public schools, cultural opportunities and crime rates.
On the whole, Lethbridge performs quite well across a broad
range of these quality of life metrics. Lethbridge also prides
itself on being a welcoming community. Research has found
that it is ‘most welcoming to families with young children.’
This can be seen in recent investments made in supporting
family-focused places such as the ATB Centre and the Legacy
Regional Park - two key destinations that improve the citizens’
quality of life.
With an average of 320 days of sunshine each year and one of
the warmest winters in the western provinces, there is plenty
of opportunity for everyone to enjoy the city. Its proximity to
world-class ski resorts in the Canadian Rockies, majestic
national parks, the vibrant city of Calgary and the U.S. border
are all positive aspects of living in Lethbridge, which has more
than 70 parks, 200 kilometres of walking and running trails,
playgrounds and sports fields. Average home prices are also
among the lowest of all major cities in Alberta.
There’s an old saying that the proof is in the pudding. Verification
of a community’s quality of life can only be determined by what
the people living there have to say about it.
And here Lethbridge scores quite highly. A Community
Satisfaction Survey from a few years ago found that
perceptions about the quality of life in Lethbridge continue to
be extremely positive.
The survey found that 44 per cent of respondents said it was
very good while 54 per cent said it was good. Over a period of
three years, 22 per cent of respondents said the quality of life
improved while 64 per cent said it had stayed the same.

The unwavering commitment to both those initiatives has
served the city well in nurturing its growth in recent years and
it provides the necessary building blocks as it moves forward
with the goal of becoming the most desirable small city in
Canada to start a business with a doubled post-secondary
graduate retention rate by 2025.
A daunting task for many communities perhaps but not for
Lethbridge which has a proven track record of successfully
tackling complex challenges with positive end results.

WHEN ASKED WHY THE QUALITY OF
LIFE IMPROVED, RESPONDENTS CITED:

17%

16%

13%

Improved
Good
Better Parks
Infrastructure Recreational
Facilities,
Entertainment
& Social
Activities
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OUR COMMUNITY CARES
5. Please describe how your community residents have
shaped your Challenge Statement. Describe your plans
for continuing to engage and involve them in your final
proposal going forward.
When a community sets lofty goals for itself, it’s imperative
that teamwork and involvement from all stakeholders are
recognized and valued.
In fact, it’s critical to success.
Developing Lethbridge’s Challenge Statement has truly been
a community initiative and effort, one that has been informed by a
strong foundation of feedback and ambitious goals set forth by our
community. In fact, work and effort leading up to the Smart Cities
opportunity involved:
• 4,600 face-face conversations
• 1,675 survey responses
• 30,000 pieces of input
• 48,000 digital media impression
With this foundation in place, we were able to identify emerging
themes and priorities that served as the basis for discussion
and feedback to define the Smart Cities Challenge statement
and direction.
Community engagement was a key element in the evolution
of the Challenge Statement from the concept stage to its
adoption.

The City of Lethbridge, along with Economic Development
Lethbridge, joined forces to develop a meaningful proposal for
Canada’s Smart Cities Challenge - one that would resonate
not only with stakeholders in the city but with the community
at large, its citizenry.
The economic benefits of a growing business base are clear
to everyone. Increased business leads to more employment
which is a clear enticement to attract and retain skilled labour
in the community. A strong economic base is the foundation
for creating the ability to provide citizens amenities they can
all enjoy and experience - from improved infrastructure to
anything else that would improve the community’s quality of
life.
The project team, involving the City of Lethbridge and Economic
Development Lethbridge, developed an online survey to help
construct a framework around the most relevant issues facing
the community now, and into the future. Getting that input was
critical in developing a Challenge Statement that the entire
community could rally around and support.
In addition to completing the online survey, key community
stakeholders were engaged during the half day Big Thinkers
session to further hone in on the most pressing social,
economic and environmental issues that should be addressed
via the Challenge Statement.
Finally, the city solicited ideas from Lethbridge constituents
via a public community forum.
All of the ideas collected from these public engagement
sessions helped to form the Challenge Statement which will
benefit the entire community.
Developing the Challenge Statement was an exhaustive, grass
roots, multi-staged effort involving as many people as possible
to get a pulse of the community.
Existing strategies that had already been built with community
engagement were reviewed. This included the Intelligent
Community Strategy Roadmap which was developed from
more than 4,000 face-to-face conversations and 48,000 online
engagements.
The Intelligent Community Strategy Roadmap uses the six pillars
of the Intelligent Community Forum - connectivity, knowledge
workforce, digital inclusion, innovation, sustainability, and
marketing. It identifies within those pillars the projects and
areas of focus that need to be addressed community-wide
in order to become a more intelligent community. It also lists
specific benefits to Lethbridge and surrounding areas if these
projects are completed.
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The Intelligent Community Strategy Roadmap groups the
projects into 11 major categories. Of these 11 major categories,
five directly link to the Challenge Statement and the remaining
six are peripherally linked to the Challenge Statement. The
direct linked areas where work needs to be done to address
the Challenge Statement are Entrepreneurship, Creativity and
Innovation, Infrastructure, Data, and Skills and Literacy.
The roadmap also lists the benefits that can come from
completing the projects. Some of the benefits that tie directly
to the Challenge Statement are:
• Lethbridge’s technology sector has access to the
infrastructure, skills, and resources of an Intelligent City;
• New opportunities are created in the technology sector;
• There is increased business growth and investment;
• Businesses are more successful;
• Businesses can access their own information remotely;
• Data can be accessed on customer premises;
• Online business opportunities can be developed;
• New markets can be accessed;

The Big Thinkers brainstorming session was held February 28 with
community leaders. Four potential Challenge Statement ideas
came out of this session. One was focused on inclusion, one on
environmental sustainability, and two on the economy/innovation
hub.
Community Input Online took place March 8 – 14 where citizens
gave input on their ideas for the Smart Cities Challenge. A
Community Ranking of Draft Challenge Statements also
followed March 26 – April 3 and in total, more than 150
community members provided feedback.
The importance of engaging the public was a top priority in
developing the Challenge Statement. So all available avenues
and methods were used to gauge public interest. For example,
during the community engagement process while developing
the Intelligent Community Strategy Roadmap, representatives
were in Park Place Mall engaging in conversations with
shoppers as they were walking by.

COMMUNITY’S PRIMARY CONCERNS

• Secondary business opportunities are created;
• Businesses can find the skills they need;

33%

• Lethbridge attracts and retains skilled people, including
new immigrants;

ENVIRONMENT

• Lethbridge gains a reputation as an intelligent community;
• Lethbridge can offer its expertise to other communities;
• Lethbridge offers more quality job opportunities; and
• Lethbridge has a stronger economy.

45%

ECONOMY

22%

INCLUSION
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LETHBRIDGE INTELLIGENT COMMUNITY ROADMAP - NOVEMBER 2015
Lethbridge Intelligent Community Strategy – November 2015
01

02

03

04

05

06

07

A
DA04 - Create
mechanisms to access
data from the City and
other data providers

DA05 - Develop
relationships with multiple
data providers to supply
data of interest to the
community

B

DA06 - Ensure that data is
provided subject to FOIPP
and Privacy Impact
Assessments

DATA

DA07 - Advocate with the
City to routinely grant
access to public
information

Data Is
available from
sources other
than the
municipality

EN03 - Establish a go-to
place (such as tecconnect)
for entrepreneurs to
receive assistance

D

EN04 - Establish a ‘311’
service for business startup advice and assistance

E

EN05 - Establish a website
for business start-up advice
and assistance

Start-up
advice is
available on
the internet

It is easy
for new
businesses to
get started

Start-up
advice is
available through
business leader
mentoring

New
businesses
can get the
capital they
need

Crowdsourcing
is used to raise
investment
capital

EN08 - Establish a
municipal “Kickstarter’
program

H

Capital
availability is
enhanced,
including
awareness of
grants and
loans

EN09 - Inventory and
promote sources of
investment funds, including
Community Futures

CI08 - Promote programs
in the educational system
that encourage, enable and
emulate creative and
innovative behaviour

There is a
widespread
increase in
participation at
community
cultural events

The
education
system helps
students
acquire
entrepreneurial
skills

AP03 - Host open
competitions to identify
opportunities and create
useful applications

SL04 - Monitor and learn
from other Intelligent
Communities

SKILLS AND
LITERACY

Community
members receive
relevant skills
training in
evolving
technologies

L

SL06 - Monitor emerging
and evolving technologies
and provide relevant skills
training

Community
members have
access to
technology
mentors

SL07 - Develop and
resource a technology
mentoring program

SL08 - Develop and deliver
community orientations on
information quality

Political
support and
associated
investments are
obtained

LE04 - Advocate for
political support for the
strategic goal and
supporting actions

The Arts,
Culture and
Social Services
organizations
are partners

PA07 - Recruit and confirm
the Municipal government
as a partner

PARTNERSHIPS

03

04

There is a
shared
community
vision

The
Municipal
government
is a partner

Key
Provincial
government
departments
are partners

PA08 - Recruit and confirm
key Provincial government
departments as partners

Organizations
in the health
care system
are partners

06

PA14 - Recruit and confirm
small internet providers as
partners

Communications
infrastructure
providers are
partners

The
Lethbridge
Chamber of
Commerce is
a partner

Surrounding
communities
are partners

The
Lethbridge
intelligent
community is
actively
fostered

CO03 - Recognize and
reward regional
collaboration

PA13 - Recruit and confirm
communications
infrastructure providers as
partners

Local Industry
Associations and
organized
business groups
are partners

There is
effective
collaboration
within the
region

There is
effective crossgovernment
collaboration

There is
effective
collaboration
among community
and service
organizations

CO04 - Recognize
organizations and
individuals for their
contribution to intelligent
community initiatives

08

10

Cattle can be
grown to
optimal size

Businesses
can be homebased

Lethbridge’s
technology sector
has access to the
infrastructure, skills
and resources of an
Intelligent City

Livestock
management
is improved

Farmers can
sell their
product online

People
have a
stronger
sense of
community

People
have a better
understanding
of community
history

EA01 - Provide community
supports to help new
immigrants and refugees
access intelligent
community resources

Age and
socioeconomic
status are not
a barrier

There is greater
awareness of
where people
are convening

Homes
can be
monitored
remotely

Community
pride is
increased

13

Fertilizer use
in agriculture
is reduced

Government
services are
more
accessible

Immigrants
can connect
to the
community
Citizens
are informed
of available
government
services
There is
greater
awareness of
available
services

Citizens are
informed of
available
community
services

Community
organizations
are more
connected

15

Traffic data
can be
crowdsourced
and shared

16

Lethbridge is
a vibrant and thriving
community that offers
opportunity and a high
quality of life for
people in the city
and the region

J

Creative
talent is
retained in
Lethbridge

Physical and
mental
wellness are
increased

High crime
locations can
be monitored
in real-time

People are
safer and more
secure in their
home and
community

Community is
enriched by
creativity

Barriers to
accessing
services are
reduced

People can
obtain the
services they
need

Affinity
groups are
created

More
community
services can
be provided

18

20

21

N

O

Community
planning is
improved

P

Input is
received from
a broader
base
People are
more civically
engaged

People are
better able to
voice their
needs and
opinions

People are
more aware
of their
community

19

M

The
community
fabric is
stronger

Volunteerism
increases

Volunteers
respond to
gaps in meeting
community
service needs

Better
information is
available for
decision
making

People can
help to
improve data
quality

People are
more able to
reach their full
potential
There is
increased
opportunity for
lifelong
learning

Social
connection in
the community
is increased

People
can access
online
resources

People can
connect with
each other

People have
better access
to community
information

L

People
can use
information to
improve their
quality of life

There
is less
stress on
the health
system

More
seniors can
age at
home

K

Quality of life is
enhanced

The
health system
can be more
responsive to
community
needs

Data can
be crowdsourced
from the
community

17

I

Environmental
quality data can
be crowdsourced
and shared

Crime is
reduced

Disadvantaged youth
can connect
to the
community

H

There are
more
opportunities
to practice
creativity

Online tools
are used to
enable public
input

People in
Lethbridge and
the region are
more connected,
informed and
engaged

EA05 - Build relations with
First Nations, Metis and
Inuit to understand and
better meet their needs

Environmental
quality can be
managed
better

People change
their travel
behaviour

There is
greater
awareness of
gaps in meeting
community
service needs

EA04 - Provide free access
in public places and
community spaces

14

Energy is
conserved

People are
more
committed to
their
community

Appliances and
thermostats
can be
controlled
remotely

First
Nations, Metis
and Inuit needs
are better met

Access is
affordable

EA03 - Distribute surplus
computers to community
members through
charitable organizations

G

Air quality is
improved

Neighbourhoods remain
vibrant

Citizens
are informed
of community
challenges,
choices and
decisions

Computers
are provided to
vulnerable
populations

Lethbridge
uses less
energy

Yields are
increased

There is
increased
participation in
creative and
community
events

Health devices
can be used in
the home

Municipal
government is
more connected

There is
equitable, safe and
affordable access to
the resources of an
intelligent
community

F
The city’s
environmental
footprint is
reduced

Energy use in
agriculture is
reduced

Citizens are
quickly
informed of
emergencies

New
immigrants and
refugees have
the support
they need

12

Farming
practices are
improved

There is no
digital divide

CO08 - Provide resources
and support for
collaboration across
cultures

Agriculture’s
environmental
footprint is
reduced

Information
management
supports
precision
agriculture

No
neighbourhoods are
disadvantaged

CO09 - Provide resources
and support for
collaboration across
sectors

Environmental
quality and
sustainability is
increased

Water use in
agriculture is
reduced
Opportunities
can be
identified to
diversify and
grow suitable
crops

Farmers can
use online
tools for farm
management

D

E

Agriculture
is more
successful and
sustainable

Agricultural
land is more
productive

Rural
communities
are more
connected

Arts, culture
and recreation
organizations are
more effective in
promoting creative
and community
events

B

Lethbridge has
a stronger
economy

Traffic
congestion is
reduced

There is
effective
collaboration
across
cultures

CO06 - Inform all levels of
government about the
opportunities and benefits
of collaboration in
intelligent Lethbridge

26

C

Farmers
can get the
best price for
their product

Market
information is
available in
real-time

Farmers can
access online
resources

Homes are
more
connected

CO07 - Provide resources
and support for
collaboration across
demographic groups

25

A

Enterprises are
created,
attracted and
retained

Farmers
increase the
size of their
market

Lethbridge’s
arts, culture,
sports and
recreation
organizations
are more
connected

Results are
known

EQUITABLE AND
AFFORDABLE ACCESS
11

Barriers to
doing
business are
reduced

CO10 - Identify and
resource a steward with the
mandate for ongoing and
sustained Implementation
and operations

EA02 - Access is provided
for people of all ages and
economic circumstances

COMMUNITY
COMMITMENT

09

There is
effective
collaboration
across
demographic
groups

CO05 - Recognize and
reward collaboration
among community and
service organizations

PA12 - Recruit and confirm
local Industry Associations
and organized business
groups as partners

PA11 - Recruit and confirm
the Lethbridge Chamber of
Commerce as a partner

There is
effective
collaboration
across
sectors

24

Lethbridge
offers more
quality job
opportunities

Lethbridge
can offer its
expertise
to other
communities

New
opportunities
are created in
the technology
sector

Online
business
opportunities
can be
developed

GB03 - Communicate
details of intelligent
community projects and
investments

Intelligent
community
implementation
and operations
are sustained
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Lethbridge
gains a
reputation as an
intelligent
community

There is
increased
business
growth and
investment

Data can be
accessed on
customer
premises

GB04 - Track results as
intelligent community
initiatives are implemented

Stakeholders
understand
intelligent
community actions
and intended
outcomes

GB02 - Report results as
they are achieved

There is broad
community
collaboration

22

Lethbridge
attracts and
retains skilled
people,
including new
immigrants

New
markets
can be
accessed

Farmers
can share
information
about best
practices

Stakeholders
understand the
goals and
benefits

Results are
communicated
to stakeholders

PA10 - Recruit and confirm
organizations in the health
care system as partners

07

Customer
service is
improved

Businesses
can access
their own
information
remotely

Results can
be measured

COLLABORATION

21

Secondary
business
opportunities
are created

Livestock
can be
monitored

GOALS AND
BENEFITS

Participation
by youth is
increased

CO02 - Provide resources
and support to engage
youth

The business
and industry
communities
are partners

PA09 - Recruit and confirm
surrounding communities
as partners

05

Participation
by families
and peers is
increased

20

Cash flow is
improved

Automated
transactions can
be implemented
in the supply
chain (EDI)

Places of
learning are
more
connected

Lethbridge is an
intelligent
community1

The intelligent
community vision
is supported and
sustained by strong
leadership, cross-sector
partnerships and broad
community
collaboration

LE07 - Design and deliver
a communication program
to inform the community

tecconnect /
EDL are
partners

All levels of
government
participate as
partners

PA06 - Recruit and confirm
key Federal government
departments as partners

There are
champions in
every sector
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Businesses
are more
successful

Businesses
are better able
to reach out to
customers

Funds are
collected
faster

Lethbridge
businesses
and industries
are more
connected

LE01 - Recruit and provide
required intelligent
community orientation for
industry and community
champions

CO01 - Provide resources
and support for youth to
engage their families and
peers

Cross-sector
partnerships are
created

Educational
organizations
are partners

Online
resources can
be used to
improve
business
practices

(1)
An intelligent community leverages
communications infrastructure to be
highly connected, informed,
engaged, inclusive, creative and
entrepreneurial

LE02 - Recruit and provide
required intelligent
community orientation for
public sector leaders

The
community
is informed
and
supportive

Small internet
providers are
partners

Key Federal
government
departments
are partners

02

SuperNet
access is
more
equitable

GB01 - Define performance
metrics

PA01 - Recruit and confirm
EDL and tecconnect
partnership commitments

Local
technology
companies
are partners

Team
Lethbridge is
a partner

PA05 - Recruit and confirm
educational organizations
as partners

01

Businesses
can find and
connect with
suppliers

Businesses
can access
online
resources

Learners can
access online
resources for
personalized
learning

AP01 - Host events to
profile community needs
and identify development
opportunities
(e.g. ‘code-a-thons’)

Developers are
aware of
community needs
and development
opportunities

LE06 - Broadly
communicate the intelligent
community vision

LEADERSHIP

PA02 - Recruit and confirm
local technology
companies as partners

O

Q

Development
tools are
accessible

There is a
shared
vision and
strong
leadership

Businesses
and individuals
provide
financial, in-kind
and volunteer
support

LE05 - Design and
implement a cooperative
membership model for
business and individuals

People are
educated and
prepared to deal
with the risks
associated with
connectivity

PA04 - Recruit and confirm
the Arts, Culture and Social
Services organizations as
partners

P

The intelligent
community
initiative has
broad based
leadership

LE03 - Ensure that all
stakeholders are included

PA03 - Recruit and confirm
Team Lethbridge as a
partner

N

There are
fewer barriers
between
institutions

IN09 - Reduce duplicated
infrastructure investment
through collaboration

CI09 - Promote and
remove barriers to
participation at community
cultural events
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Businesses
can find the
skills they
need

Supply
chains are
more
efficient

IN01 - Advocate for the
renegotiation of the
SuperNet agreement to be
more equitable

CI01 - Identify and support
new neighbourhood groups
and other support
organizations

There is
strong public
sector
leadership

The
education
system
supports skill
development at
every level

SL09 - Develop and deliver
community orientations on
understanding and
mitigating online risks

M

IN02 - Improve wireless
connectivity in the city and
its surrounds

Wireless
extends
network
reach

Online
resources can
be used for
employee
development

Learning
opportunities
are flexible
and accessible

Duplication
is reduced

Developers
understand
community
needs

AP05 - Create
opportunities for the
community to express its
needs

Lethbridge
increases skills
and literacy
needed in an
intelligent
community

Community
literacy around
information
quality is
improved

Blended
learning
opportunities
are created

Lethbridge
learning
institutions can
connect to
others across
the world

Costs of
infrastructure
are shared

CREATIVITY AND
INNOVATION

SL01 - Curricula are
designed to develop
intelligent community skills

Students are
exposed to
community data
and learn how to
use it

Students
have more
opportunities to
acquire and
practice relevant
skills

Venues are
provided where
community
members can
acquire intelligent
community
skills

SL05 - Create community
learning spaces

K

Lethbridge
benefits from
the experience
of others

Connectivity
gaps are
filled

People
acquire
essential
work and life
skills

Learning
outcomes are
improved

Existing
infrastructure
is utilized

Infrastructure
is costeffective and
sustainable

17

International
students are
attracted to
Lethbridge

Applications
are developed
to meet
community
needs

Developers
are incented
to use
community
data

AP04 - Recognize and
reward creative uses of
community data
SL02 - Use community
data in the educational
curriculum

16

Lethbridge’s
agrifood sector
is more
connected

Developers
are incented
to develop
new
applications

I

J

New
neighbourhood
organizations /
groups are
routinely
created

15

AP02 - Create impromptu
collaboration spaces
across the community

APPLICATIONS

EN10 - Promote programs
in the educational system
that develop
entrepreneurial skills

SL03 - Implement
intelligent community
practica and internships for
Lethbridge students

Newly
emerging
cultural groups
are identified
and
encouraged

14

Lethbridge
learning
institutions build
international
relationships

More
Lethbridge
homes are
connected

Pervasive,
high-performing
and cost-effective
communications
infrastructure connects
the community and
links it to the region
and the world

CI02 - Identify and
embrace diverse cultural
groups in the community

Lethbridge
is a creative,
inclusive and
innovative
community

People learn
and practice
creative and
innovative
behaviour

Lethbridge
creates
favorable
conditions for
entrepreneurs

There is “micro”
funding available
for small
initiatives, often
with virtually no
strings attached

EN07 - Establish an
“Awesome Foundation”
chapter in Lethbridge

G

There are
multiple
makerspaces
in diverse
locations

IN08 - Advocate for costsharing in infrastructure
development

CI03 - Develop and
implement creative spaces
for community participation

Venues to
enable
creativity are
widely available
and accessible
to all

Favorable
conditions are
created to
enable creative
endeavour

Connectivity is
increased to
the region and
the province

13

IN03 - Capitalize on
existing strong hubs

Network
capacity and
speed are
increased

IN06 - Advocate for
increased network speed
and capacity

The City
routinely
embraces
new ideas

There are
fewer barriers
to creativity
and innovation

There is a citywide atmosphere
of receptiveness
toward creativity
and innovation

CI07 - Increase the number
of makerspaces throughout
the community

F
EN06 - Implement a
business leadership
mentoring program

CI06 - Recognize and
reward great examples of
creativity and innovation
External
expertise
is provided
to the
community

Municipal
By-laws
support
community
access

IN07 - Advocate with the
City to improve connectivity

CI04 - Enable creativity
and innovation within the
City administration

CI05 - Interpret and apply
bylaws in a way that
supports creativity and
innovation

12

IN04 - Connect Lethbridge
homes that are not
connected

INFRASTRUCTURE

Data and
information
are widely
shared and
disseminated

DA09 - Advocate with data
providers to make data
available in standard
formats

The City
regulatory
environment
is business
friendly

Start-up
advice is
available by
telephone

11

IN05 - Develop by-laws
that enforce infrastructure
development

Data flows are
bi-directional

Data
is available in
standard
formats

EN01 - Evaluate external
best practices and import
them to Lethbridge

Start-up
advice is
available in a
physical
location

Data is easily
accessible

10

DA01 - Identify and fill
community data and
information gaps

Community
data and
information is
richer

Data Is
available at
little or no
cost

DA08 - Advocate with data
providers to make data
available at little or no cost

EN02 - Evaluate and
improve the environment
for doing business with the
City

09

DA02 - Advocate with the
City to make data and
information publicly
available

The City
makes data and
information
publicly
available

Data is
available
subject to
privacy
constraints

Permission to
access public
information is
routinely
granted

C

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

08

DA03 - Create
mechanisms to collect data
from community members
and other users

22

23

24

Q

25

26

Click here to view the map online.

Parents with children were often particularly interested when
the talk centred on job opportunities for post-secondary
graduates.

With the local economy being the largest area of concern
and interest, it was used for the development of Lethbridge’s
Challenge Statement.

The children often were elementary school age but the parents
were excited by the possibilities that could happen in the
future for them.

The areas of inclusion and environment, however, though not
formally part of the Challenge Statement, will be addressed in
some of the projects being proposed to meet the overarching
goal.

As the cooperative effort engaged with the community online
and asked them to submit their ideas for the Challenge
Statement, a clear trend of three main areas emerged as
centres of focus and of interest – environment, inclusion, and
the economy.
Three potential Challenge Statements were developed - one
for each of these three areas - and put online for the community
to identify the one that they thought would have the greatest
positive impact on them. The results were:
• Environment – 33 per cent
• Inclusion – 22 per cent

For example an Innovation District will include multi-use space
for social gatherings and “smart buildings” that monitor and
control energy usage. They could also capture grey water for
use in a rooftop garden. The goal will be to achieve carbon
neutrality in the area.
Lethbridge will indeed become the most desirable small city
in Canada to start and operate a business and double its
post-secondary graduate retention rates by 2025.
Why? Because the community has spoken loud and clear in
shaping the city’s Challenge Statement.

• Economy – 45 per cent
SMART CITIES CHALLENGE APPLICATION | CITY OF LETHBRIDGE | 2018
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WHERE WE ARE NOW

representing growth of 2.6% from 2015
(pulled from Conference Board of
Canada’s Mid-Sized Cities Report)

UNEMPLOYMENT

R AT E

IN 2014

IN 2017

2016 LETHBRIDGE GDP
WAS $5.5 BILLION,

5.9%

IN 2017

61,800

41,200
People were employed

People are employed

22% 94.4%
RETENTION RATES
AVERAGE HOME PRICE:

LIFE SATISFACTION
OF MILLENNIALS

HOME
PRICE
RANK
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OUT OF 85

GRADUATE
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6. Please describe your preliminary proposal and its
activities or projects.
Lethbridge has never been a community to shy away from
dreaming big.
Its attitude has always been ‘together we can achieve more’.
That sentiment, which is prevalent throughout the community,
has been the cornerstone of what Lethbridge has already
achieved as a small city in its history and what it will continue
to achieve in the future.
The city’s Challenge Statement is grand: Through the
development of an Innovation District, Lethbridge will
double its post-secondary graduate retention rates and
will become the city of choice for businesses that think and
operate differently by 2025.

DUATE
R�

Linking graduates and students to quality job opportunities
will be critical to the success of retaining our post-secondary
graduates. Using a digital platform to create those connections
and advertise those opportunities will be both convenient and
efficient.
The digital platform will be developed through consultation
with the post-secondary institutions, the students and new
graduates, and innovative employers to ensure all perspectives
are heard and all needs are met.

The proposed Lethbridge Innovation District is a big dream
and $10 million would kick start the development to help it
become a reality and help the community enjoy the benefits
sooner. It would also serve as the catalyst to kick start many
ideas & projects identified by the community as important.

GOAL 1 Incubator/startup funding for post-secondary
graduates (new and returning) to start new businesses
and develop new technologies.
Funding opportunities for graduates from our post-secondary
schools are limited. By providing these funding opportunities
to those who wish to start a new business it is expected that
there will be a noticeable impact to graduate retention rates.
Some analysis of current funding options available will need to
be done to ensure the solution meets the needs and doesn’t
overlap what is currently available. Management of the funding
is to be determined.

GE

00

GOAL 2 Develop a digital platform to create connections
and tangible opportunities for work and experience
sharing among young talent, graduates and students.

ON AVERAGE

3,200

AVERAGE HOUSEHOLD INCOME IN LETHBRIDGE

$94,000

61% OF THE CITY’S POPULATION
(AGES 25-64) HAVE FURTHERED
THEIR POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION

STUDENTS GRADUATE
EACH YEAR�

THOSE AGED 20 – 34

On average, 3,200 students graduate from our two
post-secondary institutions each year.

MAKE UP 26% OF LETHBRIDGE’S POPULATION
(TOTAL IS 98,198)

SMART CITIES CHALLENGE APPLICATION | CITY OF LETHBRIDGE | 2018
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GOAL 3 Install connectivity infrastructure in the proposed
Innovation District that will be able to support bandwidth
on par with best in the world*.
In order to attract and meet the needs of entrepreneurs of
knowledge based industries who wish to compete in a global
marketplace, leading edge connectivity will be needed. This
connectivity will be available to businesses, residents, and
visitors to the innovation district.
The City of Lethbridge has already undertaken a connectivity
study and has recommendations of how to improve it with
fibre infrastructure throughout the city.
The Innovation
District geographic area would be the priority in order to
establish leading edge connectivity in this new, critical area of
community growth. It could be the municipality or an ISP that
owns and maintains the network. That is yet to be determined.

LETHBRIDGE’S CONNECTIVITY GOAL
100GBps

Why is this important? Growing a city’s business base is a
critical component of economic prosperity. That leads to more
employment opportunities which is a key in attracting and
retaining skilled labour. And that has an economic benefit for
the entire community.
For example, if we look at all alumni from the University of
Lethbridge who remain in the city following graduation the
estimated economic impact of those individuals annually is
approximately $100 million for the community. About 15 per
cent of U of L grads are working in Lethbridge two years after
graduation, according to the Alberta Graduate Outcomes
Survey.
Lethbridge has close to 5,700 businesses operating in 500
sectors with new businesses opening their doors every year.
The market has experienced strong investment over the
past five years in the commercial, industrial, institutional and
residential sectors.
Over the past five years, more than 1,831 new businesses have
been licensed to operate in Lethbridge, 693 of those are brick
and mortar businesses, with the remaining 1,138 home-based
businesses licensed.
For years, Lethbridge has established an environment that
encourages business growth. It is a key to success.

**2,000,000% INCREASE

The Tecconnect centre for entrepreneurship and innovation
is an example of one initiative that has gained momentum in
the community as a vibrant place for entrepreneurs to start
and grow their business within a supportive and innovative
environment. It’s a space and community that encourages the
development of new ideas that transform industries and shape
the future.
The Tecconnect centre has led to the establishment of several
incubator companies and many jobs created, employing
graduates from the local post-secondary institutions.

10GBps
1GBps
LETHBRIDGE

NORTH
AMERICA

CANADA

* In order to become an Innovation District that can compete in a national and
international marketplace, the desired connectivity in the Innovation District
would be symmetrical 10 GBps connectivity (on par with best in North America)
or 100 GBps connectivity (on par with best in the world). This would set it apart
as a leader and be appealing to new graduates as well as entrepreneurs and
others looking for leading-edge connectivity for their operations/activities.
** 2,000,000% Increase based on 5MBps download speed available in the
proposed innovation district today.

The Tecconnect Centre for Entrepreneurship and Innovation
continues to be fertile ground for local entrepreneurs to grow
within a supportive and innovative environment. Since opening
in 2011, the companies in Tecconnect have created 165 new
jobs with a combined incremental payroll of just over $5
million. Of those employed, 57 per cent are Lethbridge postsecondary graduates.
In 2017, Tecconnect provided incubator services to 12
companies that were innovating technologies in a range
of industries including virtual accounting, media and postproduction, biopharmaceuticals, amphibious equipment,
health, financial and automotive services. Thirty per cent
of these startup companies’ owners are Lethbridge postsecondary graduates.
Supporting small business development is part of our mandate
due to that sector’s importance to the economy: the latest
data from Industry Canada shows small businesses in Alberta
accounted for 32 per cent of the provincial GDP.

SMART CITIES CHALLENGE APPLICATION | CITY OF LETHBRIDGE | 2018
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Lethbridge has established an
environment that encourages business
growth. It is a key to success.
Contrary to popular belief, Lethbridge has a very young
population compared with other mid and large-sized cities
and regions. But a number of young people leave the city after
graduation. According to the Lethbridge Community Outlook
2016-2023, the out-migration of recent graduates in their mid
to late 20s that has been experienced in the past is expected
to continue into the foreseeable future.
Officials have identified this as a phenomenon that should be
followed closely as it illustrates an exodus where students
who become highly-trained and qualified at Lethbridge’s
post-secondary institutions are finding opportunities in other
municipalities and are choosing to move away after their postsecondary education is complete.
These people are likely to work in relatively high-paying,
skilled jobs or will open startup ventures. Much of this loss is
due to the relative close proximity of the much larger centres
of Calgary and Edmonton which have more amenities to offer
and a broader array of employment and capital opportunities.
Lethbridge is at a disadvantage in this regard and will likely
always experience some type of loss of these recent graduates
to these larger centres no matter what measures are put in
place. However, this outflow can be decreased as the city
continues to grow.
It’s also possible for Lethbridge to attract some graduates
from these larger centres as this flow of talent goes both ways.
Lethbridge is making a concerted effort to try and retain as
many of these recent graduates and attract graduates from
elsewhere. This can include encouraging the establishment
of technological industries that tend to provide well-paying
careers and constructing amenities that offer an improved
lifestyle. Initiatives such as Tecconnect were created to
address that problem.
A proposed Lethbridge Innovation District can be the game
changer for the city.
To build upon the region’s economic strengths and in an effort
to foster entrepreneurship and trigger development within
an emerging or expanding economic sector, four catalytic
projects, including an Innovation District, are being proposed
by the Lethbridge Commercial & Industrial Development
Study.
Catalytic projects have emerged from market research,
best practices, and stakeholder interviews, and have been
recommended on their potential for inducing development
and economic growth in the region.

The Lethbridge Innovation District will be an approximate
25-acre area directly east of downtown Lethbridge that
will function as a hub for entrepreneurship, education,
and innovation. Focused around established and growing
economic sectors such as agri-business, technology,
advanced manufacturing, bio-industrial, and life sciences, the
Innovation District will provide an environment that will foster
growth for businesses graduating from Tecconnect or RINSA
(Regional Innovation Network of Southern Alberta), as well as
progressive businesses looking for affordable space among
like-minded companies and individuals.
Lethbridge currently does not have a core area of the city
that provides a built and social environment for young
entrepreneurs or startup businesses. It has been noted by
many sources and stakeholders that Lethbridge has difficulty
in retaining graduates from both the University and the College.
Providing proper spaces and amenities in a walkable and
dense environment, along with targeted incentive structures
will attempt to reduce the “brain drain” that Lethbridge faces.
A strategic partnership has already been formed between the
City of Lethbridge and Economic Development Lethbridge to
foster entrepreneurship, innovation, and align collaborative
efforts amongst the local creative community. Intelligent YQL
and the Intelligent Community Strategy Roadmap will help
with the creation of the Lethbridge Innovation District.
The Intelligent Community Strategy Roadmap identifies
areas of focus that need to be addressed in order to make
Lethbridge more intelligent, innovative, connected, datadriven, and collaborative with all groups within our community.
As we make progress in this strategy, an Innovation District is
naturally more supported. The Innovation District supports the
community and everyone benefits.
Recommended uses in the Innovation District include: multitenant office space; co-working office, lab, and workshop
space; an “Innovation Centre” – cluster of incubators and
innovation-based organizations (existing and new); food and
beverage (cafes, bars, craft breweries and distilleries, grab
and go lunch, etc.); and mixed-use residential with a mix of
for-purchase and rental units.
Moving forward to address and achieve the Challenge
Statement, Lethbridge will invest in infrastructure that will
support a connected city and a vibrant Innovation District. It will
create access to incubator/startup funding for post-secondary
graduates (new and returning) to start new businesses and
develop new technologies.
And it will develop a digital platform to create connections and
tangible opportunities for work and experience sharing among
young talent, graduates and students.
Connectivity will be critical infrastructure for the intended use
of the Innovation District. The City of Lethbridge has undergone
a study of the connectivity currently available and what is
available around the world. The best available to businesses
and residents in Lethbridge runs on copper infrastructure and
has a maximum download speed of 250 MBps. This falls far
behind the best available in Canada which is typically 1 GBps.
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In order to become an Innovation District that can compete
in a national and international marketplace, the desired
connectivity in the Innovation District would be symmetrical 10
GBps connectivity (on par with best in North America) or 100
GBps connectivity (on par with best in the world). This would
set it apart as a leader and be appealing to new graduates
as well as entrepreneurs and others looking for leading-edge
connectivity for their operations/activities.

Looking at examples of the transformative nature of this type
of work is helpful in educating the community and identifying
both best practices and pitfalls. It is clear that adoption of
technology to create new opportunities raises the profile of a
community to be on par with other tech-savvy communities
around the world and likewise allows communities to interact
and engage with global businesses, citizens and governments
in enriching ways.

Lethbridge has identified the exodus of young skilled labour
as a developing issue that needs to be addressed. Creating an
atmosphere conducive to business development and growth,
particularly in some key industries, has been a priority for the
city as it recognizes the need to build an exciting economic
environment that encourages post-secondary graduates to
remain in Lethbridge - building a career and building a life in
the southern Alberta city.

The business landscape in Lethbridge is comprised of
post-secondary, a robust public sector and private industry
that is rooted in a collaborative community. The will to work
collectively is a strength in Lethbridge that creates a unique
opportunity for the city to take a visionary approach towards
building a great community – not waiting until it needs to be
fixed. With strong connection between academia, government
and industry, a focus on developing the knowledge-economy
and a desire to engage the community in the process appears
to be an indicator for success.

Support for the creation of an Innovation District would be a
big boost in Lethbridge to achieving its Challenge Statement
goal of becoming the most desirable small city in Canada to
start and operate a business with a double post-secondary
graduate retention rates by 2025.
There is a shift in the role of economic development from
growing jobs to improving the quality of life for the community.
If we can bring in people because of the quality of life and
quality of jobs, then we will be creating a quality community.

As quality of life becomes more important, small cities with
desirable lifestyle attributes have the opportunity to thrive.
However, infrastructure and technology-based characteristics
that make global connectivity possible will be key in creating
quality communities with opportunity to implement effective
place-branding.

Since many communities look for a visionary solution when
there is an issue or a problem to solve, it is interesting to
consider the motivation for Lethbridge when 98 per cent of
its residents already feel that it is a good or very good city in
which to live.
Fundamentally, this initiative is not based on solving an urgent
problem. But, when we are only 2.2 per cent of Alberta’s
population, we need to ensure we continue to move forward
in a positive way so that we remain a vibrant, sustainable
community that people choose to live in.
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7. Please describe the ways in which your preliminary
proposal supports your community’s medium and
long-term goals, strategies, and plans.

All these initiatives are foundations to encourage private
investment and promote a corporate culture that does the
same.

Our strategic plan includes working together with all
stakeholders to ensure that Lethbridge demonstrates active
leadership in environmental stewardship and innovation
and that it is recognized as being a safe, healthy, vibrant,
prosperous, economically viable place where all people can
fully participate in community life.

As part of Lethbridge’s strategic plan for the future and building
a city that is Canada’s most desirable one to start a business,
city council is devoted to considering ways to streamline city
processes to ensure they are more business-friendly fostering
an attitude of growth and expansion.

With that in mind, the city’s vision for the future is that
Lethbridge will become the most desirable small city in Canada
to start a business, with the highest post-secondary graduate
retention rate, multi-faceted infrastructure and technology
support systems, and unparalleled human capital investment
programs.
Part of that vision is ensuring the city’s downtown core is
active and engaged, and Lethbridge has diligently worked at
creating and establishing an environment that supports that
environment.
Key decisions and investments have been made in the
downtown that include Galt Gardens, a central gathering spot
in downtown Lethbridge widely used for social events and
programs, the Station #1 Fire Headquarters, the Southern
Alberta Art Gallery, public art, and improvements to the
streetscape on 3rd Avenue.
Lethbridge’s downtown is clean and safe, and an attractive
place for business growth in the future.
Moving forward, Lethbridge’s city council is committed to
making decisions that support its challenge statement of
becoming the best small city in Canada for a small business
owner.
Its community vision is: “We will continue to work together
to ensure that Lethbridge demonstrates active leadership in
environmental stewardship and innovation and is recognized
as being a safe, healthy, vibrant, prosperous, economically
viable place where all people can fully participate in community
life.”
Several overarching pillars support this vision, particularly
when it comes to the city’s core as a place to do business.
City council is committed to making decisions that identify the
downtown as a people place. It will work with developers to
increase the residential component of the downtown and it will
explore incentives to housing development.
Building a vibrant core is a key. So city council will continue
to look at removing barriers to downtown activities through
bylaw and policy review as well as supporting strategies
that encourage more diverse ways to access and move in
downtown.

“We will continue to work together to
ensure that Lethbridge demonstrates
active leadership in environmental
stewardship and innovation and is
recognized as being a safe, healthy,
vibrant, prosperous, economically
viable place where all people can
fully participate in community life.”

Encouraging more festivals and events is a way of making
maximum use of public spaces and city council is committed
to supporting projects that would attract and keep people
downtown.
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8. Please describe your community’s readiness and
ability to successfully implement your proposal.
A goal to create the country’s most desirable small city
to establish a business is indeed a very ambitious one that
requires an ability to successfully bring together various
stakeholders in a common cause.
Adding a goal of having the highest post-secondary
graduate retention rate, as well as establishing multi-faceted
infrastructure and technology systems and unparalleled
human capital investment programs makes the task seem
somewhat daunting.
But not for Lethbridge as the city has historically demonstrated
a readiness and ability to mobilize various groups and
organizations to ensure a common goal is achieved - no
matter its complexity.
It’s that experience, that drive and that can-do attitude
that forms the foundation of turning the vision into reality something the city is no stranger to judging by the successes
of past initiatives.
Lethbridge has a very successful history in getting people
excited about a common goal, rallying the troops for action,
executing a plan and strategy, and achieving positive results.
And Lethbridge has a vast amount of experience in
implementing complex, multi-dimensional projects with
multiple stakeholders that span multiple business lines and
functional units.
Because of past successes, structures, processes, and
practices are already in place as a foundation for creating
and realizing ambitious goals for the community - such as
establishing Lethbridge as the most desirable small city in
Canada to establish a business.
It’s a city that rolls up its sleeves, gets to work, and accomplishes
its goals.

The City of Lethbridge has many
experiences implementing complex
projects.
One of the most recent successes was the construction of the
ATB Centre Phase 1. Completed in 2016, this recreation facility
includes two National Hockey League-sized ice surfaces, 10
curling sheets, and a variety of offices, meeting rooms, change
rooms, spectator seating, food and beverage services, and a
pro shop.
The diverse list of stakeholders for this project included
tenants (Lethbridge Curling Club, Lethbridge Skating Club,
and Lethbridge Minor Hockey), ice users and spectators,
and a variety of city departments including but not limited to
Recreation & Culture, IT department, and Fire Prevention.

The ATB Centre is also environmentally-friendly as the waste
heat from the refrigeration ice plant will be used for in-floor
heating in spectator areas and change rooms as well as the
arena ice melt pit. Extra waste heat will be piped to Phase
2 of the ATB Centre and may be used for domestic water
preheating as well as additional in-floor heating.
Phase 2 is under construction and will adjoin Phase 1. ATB
Centre - Phase 2 will be the future home of the Cor Van
Raay YMCA. This project consists of the detailed design
and construction of the remaining leisure components which
will adjoin to ATB Centre - Phase 1, located in the Crossings
neighbourhood of west Lethbridge. At approximately 256,000
square feet, Phase 2 will include an aquatics centre with
waterslides, lazy river and whirlpools, multi-sport field house,
fitness centre, indoor track, gymnasiums, child minding area,
indoor playground, locker rooms, commercial lease spaces,
facility support and amenities.
With all components co-located, additional amenities
such as food services and retail space are viable and will
be part of the design. ATB Centre will be comprised of key
program components which were identified through a needs
assessment process which included engaging applicable
stakeholder groups and the general public.
ATB Centre - Phase 2 is expected to open in the spring of
2019. In spring 2015, stakeholders and focus groups were
consulted during the pre-design stage to reaffirm findings in
the 2012 Leisure Centre Needs Assessment.
Another example of how Lethbridge has implemented a
complex initiative using a collaborative citywide approach
leading to success is the West Lethbridge Centre, housing two
high schools and a public library.
Two committees were established to lead and manage the
complicated process which was completed in 2010.
The West Lethbridge Centre Library (The Crossings Branch
Library) was part of the West Lethbridge Core Facilities Project
and was a joint effort of the City of Lethbridge, School District
51 and Holy Spirit Roman Catholic Separate Regional Division
No. 4, the Lethbridge Public Library and various community
stakeholders.
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The site was designed to integrate the stormwater management
requirements of the surrounding area with outdoor recreation
facilities to be used by the school and community. Unique
technologies were applied to this project including Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design criteria for all of the
building structure, a common mechanical plant, treated
stormwater, integrated parks, and recreation and storm
management facilities.

Big or small, the City of Lethbridge
has a proven track record of taking
a project from the idea and concept
stage to reality.

The partnership was at its best drawing together leaders from all
the separate groups in an atmosphere of open communication
to make decisions, work together, overcome obstacles and
see such an impressive initiative come to completion.
Big or small, the City of Lethbridge has a proven track record
of taking a project from the idea and concept stage to reality
through a collaborative approach utilizing all the stakeholders
in the process - from gaining their input during the formative
stages to capitalizing on their expertise and experience to
executing a plan to bring a project to fruition.
There is a readiness, a willingness and the ability in
Lethbridge to create the country’s most desirable small city
to establish a business, achieve double the post-secondary
graduate retention rates in the country, create multi-faceted
infrastructure and technology systems, and invest in human
capital.

A management committee managed the work site itself and
constructed the library. A steering committee was led by
the City and made up of city councillors, city administration,
library and school board members and superintendents of
school districts.
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9. Describe your plan for using the $250,000 grant,
should you be selected as a finalist. Provide a highlevel breakdown of spending categories and an
accompanying rationale.
Undertaking a project of this magnitude takes an enormous
effort and a multitude of resources.
From developing the idea of a Challenge Statement to landing
on the precise wording and thrust of the initiative to planting
the seeds for growth, a concerted and all-encompassing
collaborative approach was and is important.
That takes time and money. The $250,000 grant would be a
welcome addition in supporting the launch, execution and
success of the Challenge Statement: Through the development
of an Innovation District, Lethbridge will double its postsecondary graduate retention rates and will become the city of
choice for businesses that think and operate differently by 2025.

EXPLORATION

PARTNERSHIPS,
STAKEHOLDERS, &
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

WRITING PROPOSAL

HOW WILL
$250,000 BE
DISTRIBUTED?

TECHNICAL
SPECS/
ENGINEERING

The $250,000 is expected to be broken down into the
following areas:
• Exploration involves the extensive and exhaustive work
needed to specify where an Innovation District will be
located in Lethbridge, what it will look like and what
it will encompass. The City of Lethbridge’s planning
department, an appropriate consultant group and a variety
of stakeholders will be involved to develop the right plan to
pursue this critical, innovative and important district as the
pillar of achieving the goals of the Challenge Statement.
Engagement with post-secondary schools will also be
undertaken in this exploratory stage to further understand
the attributes that students are looking for when choosing
a location post-graduation and both the strengths and
challenges they identify when considering Lethbridge.
Lethbridge would devote $50,000 of the $250,000 grant to
this area.
• An initiative of this magnitude can only be successful
through a well-thought out, comprehensive and
collaborative campaign involving many key partnerships
and stakeholders as well as meaningful community
engagement. The collaborative effort has included, and will
continue to include, as many partners and stakeholders
as possible: post-secondary institutions, economic
development, chamber of commerce, internet service
providers, city administration and the public. From these
stakeholders and partners, a steering committee will be
formed, analysis will be done, projects will be identified,
fund matching options will be explored, and highlevel planning will be undertaken to determine how the
$10-million prize money would specifically be allocated.
Community communication and engagement is integral to
this pillar of the Challenge Statement and $50,000 from the
overall grant will be devoted to this area.

SYNERGIES

• A third $50,000 commitment from the grant will be
allocated to identifying and highlighting synergies that
would enhance the development of an Innovation District.
Projects and master plans that have already been approved
will be explored to pinpoint opportunities for cost-savings
associated with the Challenge Statement. For example,
the 3rd Avenue Reconstruction Project has been approved
and the construction area borders the proposed innovation
zone. If fibre installation was added to the scope of the
project, there will be significant cost savings on a required
element of the innovation zone.
• Another $50,000 of the overall grant would be used in the
area of technical and engineering expertise to develop the
technical specifications of the project that will be executed.
• The final $50,000 of the $250,000 grant will be earmarked
for the research, writing and design of the final proposal
submitted to the Smart Cities Challenge.
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10. Describe the partners that are or will be involved in
your proposal. Where partners are not yet determined,
describe the process for selecting them.
“One of the main lessons I have learned during my five years
as Secretary-General is that broad partnerships are the key
to solving broad challenges. When governments, the United
Nations, businesses, philanthropies and civil society work
hand-in-hand, we can achieve great things.”

Those words by Ban Ki-moon, a South Korean diplomat who
was the eighth Secretary-General of the United Nations from
January 2007 to December 2016, resonate with everyone
when it comes to meeting challenges head on and achieving
great things.
Our Challenge Statement goal is complex and it is a challenge:
Through the development of an Innovation District, Lethbridge
will double its post-secondary graduate retention rates and
will become the city of choice for businesses that think and
operate differently by 2025.
But broad partnerships are the foundation in building the
framework of achieving that lofty goal. For this major project,
potential partnerships will include but not be limited to:
• Economic Development Lethbridge
• Lethbridge College
• The University of Lethbridge
• Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce
• Internet Service Providers
• The Indigenous community
Many of these partnerships already exist in various capacities
and the Smart Cities Challenge will solidify them as well as
open the door to an expanded base of partners.
Depending on the nature of the partnership, it may be necessary
to engage the city’s procurement process. For example,
Internet Service Providers are able to offer connectivity
services, IoT devices, data hosting services, etc. Once our
detailed plans are known we will engage in a procurement
process to ensure fair selection of the ISP we will partner with.

Team Lethbridge is a group of community leaders who believe
in the value of working together to embrace the opportunities
of today and the possibilities of tomorrow. As individual
organizations and as a group, the team believes that Lethbridge
has a lot to offer the province, the country and the world.
The team consists of:
• Alberta Health Services - South Zone
• Allied Arts Council of Lethbridge
• Canadian Home Builders’ Association - Lethbridge Region
• Chinook Country Tourist Association
• City of Lethbridge
• Economic Development Lethbridge
• Holy Spirit Roman Catholic Separate Regional Division No. 4
• Lethbridge Chamber of Commerce
• Lethbridge College
• Lethbridge Construction Association
• Lethbridge & District Association of REALTORS®
• Lethbridge & District Exhibition
• Lethbridge Family Services
• Lethbridge Lodging Association
• Lethbridge Police Service
• Lethbridge School District No. 51
• Lethbridge Senior Citizens Organization
• Lethbridge Sport Council
• University of Lethbridge
Information about the initiative and the organizations can be found at
www.teamlethbridge.ca

11. Please provide, if and only if required, confidential
third party information. Information provided in this
section will be exempt from the requirement to be
posted online
(Not Appilcable)

Partners will be expected to contribute to steering committees
and action committees, and provide relevant data and metrics
in becoming advocates in the community for the Smart Cities
Challenge activities. Fund-matching and other financial
opportunities with partners will be sought where appropriate.
Since this project has the potential to impact many facets of
the community, we are seeking a wide range of stakeholders
to provide feedback and insight to help set the tangible and
actionable direction, if we are approved to move ahead.
With that in mind, we view Team Lethbridge as a captive
audience and ideal starting point for garnering varying degrees
of support.
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SUMMARY
12. Provide a 200-word summary of your preliminary proposal. You may also provide an
image that represents your preliminary proposal. This summary, along with your Challenge
Statement, will be posted online in both official languages.
Lethbridge is a growing community with a great future but one that also anticipates some tough challenges.
One obstacle to sustained growth revolves around the issue of keeping graduates from the University of
Lethbridge and Lethbridge College in the city to help it thrive in the coming years.
Our Challenge Statement directly addresses this: Through the development of an Innovation District,
Lethbridge will double its post-secondary graduate retention rates and will become the city of choice for
businesses that think and operate differently by 2025.
The Innovation District can be the game changer for the city - what has been described as a “catalytic
project” by the Lethbridge Commercial & Industrial Development Study.
The purpose of a catalytic project is to: trigger development within an emerging or expanding economic
sector; produce a project or development that will be beneficial to the region from a social or economic
perspective; and increase skills training and entrepreneurship among young university and college
graduates.
Focused around established and growing economic sectors such as agri-business, technology, advanced
manufacturing, bio-industrial, and life sciences, the Innovation District will provide an environment that
will foster growth for businesses and create opportunities for young talent to live, work, and enjoy the city.

13. Provide a link to the online location where you will post the full version of your application.
Lethbridge.ca/SmartCity
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14. In accordance with your governance structure, provide evidence of the commitment to your preliminary
proposal from your community’s leadership. This can be a letter of support with signatures from your mayor(s),
chief(s), or equivalent or a council resolution, a band council resolution, etc.
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15. Please identify the point of contact for the
application.

18. Please select the focus area of your preliminary
proposal.

• Name: Vicky Bennett

If your preliminary proposal seeks to achieve outcomes
that span more than one area, you may choose up to
two.

• Title and affiliation: Intelligent Community Program
Manager, City of Lethbridge

• Economic opportunity

• Phone number: 403-320-3947

• Empowerment and inclusion

• Email address: vicky.bennett@lethbridge.ca

• Environmental quality

16. Read the Privacy Notification, Consent and Release
form, and Communications Protocol and indicate your
agreement.
Approved.

17. Please provide the following information about your
organization.
• Number of total FTEs: 1,288
• Percentage of total FTEs devoted to innovation: 10 or 0.8%
• 2017 operating and capital budgets: --

• Safety and security

19. Select all the community system/service areas
expected to be implicated in your preliminary proposal.

budget

• Arts and culture
• Economic development
• Education and training

• Total operating budget: $364,096,000
operating

• Mobility

There is no limit to the number of community systems/
service areas you may select.

• 2017 full-time equivalents (FTEs): --

• Percentage of total
innovation: 0.1%

• Healthy living and recreation

devoted

to

• Total capital budget: $100,000,000
• Percentage of total capital budget devoted to innovation:
Approximately 10%

• Emergency services and enforcement
• Environment
• Land use planning and development
• Public health
• Recreation and parks
• Roads and transportation
• Social services
• Waste
• Water and wastewater
• Other: please specify
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20. Select all the technologies expected to be
implicated in your preliminary proposal.
There is no limit to the number of technologies you
may select.
• Artificial intelligence (AI)
• Assistive technology
• Augmented reality (AR) or Virtual reality (VR)
• Autonomous and connected vehicles
• Big data analytics
• Cloud computing
• Enterprise solutions
• Environmental monitoring
• Geospatial
• Health or Medical technology
• Internet of Things (IoT)
• Mobile applications
• Networks
• Open data platforms
• Payment platforms
• Sensors
• Video analytics
• Wearables
• Other: please specify
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THANK YOU!
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